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INSIGHT FOREWORD
Closing the door on 2020…As we considered how to approach this last message of the year,
there were mixed feelings of accomplishment, relief, exhaustion, and countless others.
Typically, the close of one year gives us that sense of freshness, rebirth and the ability to
conquer whatever challenges lay ahead of us. Many of us rang in the last New Year with these
thoughts in mind. Little did we know how rocked our worlds would become. And while we can
look to 2021 as that fresh slate, this year’s approach is collectively more cautious. Smaller and
more reserved holiday gatherings attributed to the quiet, tentative approach to the stroke of
midnight. One cannot step forward into 2021 without recognizing the incredible feats of physical,
emotional and mental strength witnessed across our country and reflected in others…From first
responders and those who put their lives on the line daily to those that have borne the harshest
of hardships to the tiniest of our contingent, who were asked to say goodbye to their teachers,
classrooms and classmates for an indeterminate amount of time to protect us all against a
faceless enemy. We have all been touched by the challenges of 2020 and while the close of
this year gives us hope for a return to stability and normalcy, we bear the scars of our battles.
As we relate the challenges to the industry we serve each day, we continually marvel at the
speed with which cannabis operators pivoted to meet these challenges head-on. How does one
continue to do business when your business is heavily reliant upon face-to-face interaction and
currency that has passed through thousands of fingertips when these are the very things we
must avoid? When others are able to receive emergency funds to help them keep their doors
open and their staff compensated, but you’ve been denied solely based on your line of
business, how do you adjust? There’s no one answer to this question, but one thing is certain:
The cannabis industry has flourished in spite of the challenges thrown our way. Perspectives
have changed. Cannabis entities were deemed essential by many states and continued to
serve their patients through innovative means.
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As state economies face significant economic strain, many state governments have looked to
legalization as a way to rebuild. We observed the first state to legalize both medicinal and adult
use cannabis in 2020! Four others have legalized either medicinal or adult use in 2020. Others
are sure to follow. We observed the passage of the MORE Act just prior to the holidays by more
than a simple majority.

The landscape of cannabis legalization has changed and is only

expected to continue on this trajectory.
After months of adjustment to remote working environments, reworking how financial institutions
meet the needs of their customers, and assisting small businesses with securing PPP funds,
financial institutions have changed course…or, rather, have gone back to the business of
banking. With increased legalization and continued efforts to legalize at the state level and with
years of observing regulatory oversight of those banking the industry, financial institutions are
now reprising their interest in banking cannabis operators as a primary line of business…a line
of business that can significantly improve their bottom lines and build franchise value.

As we head into 2021, we predict that we will see increased legalization efforts and that
banking cannabis operators will provide a strong and stable source of income and deposits,
allowing those that stay the course to set the standards for regulatory and supervisory
change. Every journey begins with a single step. Now is the time to take that step and be
the change.

H A P P Y

New Year
F R O M

T H E

I C S

T E A M
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LEGALIZATION, DESCHEDULING
OR DECRIMINALIZATION...
WHAT IS THE IMPACT TO BANKING?
There has been much talk and speculation about the way cannabis will be viewed with the
passage of the MORE Act by the House in early December. Before we get into the impact,
let’s talk about what this Act would actually do if passed.
The MORE Act
The Marijuana Opportunity Reinvestment and Expungement (MORE) Act would
decriminalize marijuana. Specifically, the bill would remove marijuana from the list of
scheduled substances under the Controlled Substances Act, much like we saw with the
removal of hemp from the same list in December 2018. In doing so, the bill would eliminate
penalties for an individual who manufactures, distributes or possesses marijuana. That’s not
all…the bill would also provide for other changes, as it would:
Replace statutory references to marijuana or marijuana with cannabis.
Require the Bureau of Labor Statistics to regularly publish demographic data on cannabis business
owners and employees.
Establish a trust fund to support various programs and services for individuals and businesses in
communities impacted by the war on drugs.
Impose a 5% tax on cannabis products and require revenues to be deposited into the trust fund.
Make Small Business Administration loans and services available to entities that are cannabis-related
legitimate businesses or service providers. Thereby addressing the issue of eligibility for Federal
relief funds that we observed with COVID-19 relief bills and the wildfires that plagued the West in
2020.
Prohibit the denial of Federal public benefits to a person on the basis of certain cannabis-related
conduct or convictions.
Prohibit the denial of benefits and protections under immigration laws on the basis of a cannabisrelated event (e.g. conduct or conviction).
Establish a process to expunge convictions and conduct sentencing review hearings to Federal
cannabis offenses.
Direct the Government Accountability Office to study the societal impact of cannabis legalization.
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The bill passed through the House on
December 4, 2020 (228-164) and on December
7, 2020 was received in the Senate and read
twice, then referred to the Committee on
Finance.
The Constitution mandates that Congress
convene at noon on January 3rd unless the
preceding Congress by law designated a
different day. As it stands, the 117th Congress
will commence on January 3, 2021 and remain
in place until January 3, 2023. Given this late
hour, we did not see further progress of the
MORE Act. But, what’s the impact of having a
bill pass through a House just prior to a new
Congress? To answer that question, let’s take
a trip down memory lane and revisit our social
studies classes…How a Bill Becomes a Law:
The first step is that a representative will
sponsor a bill. The bill is then assigned to a
committee for study.
If released by the
committee, the bill is put on a calendar to be
voted on, debated or amended. If the bill
passes by a simple majority (218 of 435), the
bill moves to the Senate.
In the Senate, the bill is assigned to another
committee and, if released, debated and voted
on again. A simple majority (51 of 100) passes
the bill. Finally, a conference committee of
House and Senate members works out any
differences between the House and Senate
versions of the bill. The resulting bill returns to
the House and Senate for final approval. The
Government Printing Office prints the bill, a
process called enrolling. The President then
has 10 days to sign or veto the enrolled bill.
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Ok, back to the matter at hand. The MORE Act
was passed by the current Congress and while it
advanced to the Senate, does it need to be routed
through the House under the 117th Congress in
order to re-advance to the Senate? By the
numbers, the bill should pass through the House
again. Should Georgia flip in its runoff elections
(as it looks to be the case) and the Senate be
deemed under Democratic control, there is a high
likelihood the MORE Act will receive more
attention and possibly advance to the next steps.
Even if this doesn’t happen, we haven’t heard the
last of the bill.
What does this mean in terms of banking? Right
now, we have a dichotomy between State and
Federal laws, a contradiction that has provided
lucrative opportunities for financial institutions to
service cannabis operators. The impact to banking
needs to start with how marijuana will be treated or
classified.
Legalization would make the substance legal at the Federal level. Descheduling could
mean lowering marijuana to a lesser schedule or removing it altogether. Decriminalization
is not the same as legalization or descheduling; decriminalization would mean, for example,
that individuals caught with small amounts of marijuana for personal consumption would not
be arrested or serve jail time. The possession would not create a criminal record. In fact,
possession may be treated more like a minor traffic incident. Decriminalization without
legalization or descheduling is just that. It would not change the way banking is impacted as
decriminalization on its own would not move marijuana from Schedule I.
The MORE Act combines decriminalization with descheduling. If passed, this is where
banking could be impacted. With marijuana no longer being deemed a controlled
substance, the risk of banking cannabis operators is lowered. We may see regulatory
oversight of this activity go by the way of other higher risk or complex areas like money
service businesses. We will not, however, be relieved of our collective due diligence
responsibilities.
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WHY DUE DILIGENCE WILL NOT BE
LESSENED BY LEGALIZATION
Speculation is interesting. Some make millions simply on speculation while others may
deem the cost of the unknown too rich to take that pivotal leap. Because we have not seen
the other side of cannabis legalization from a banking perspective, speculation is what we
must rely upon but we have the means to make that future and to set that standard. When it
comes to cannabis legislation, there are two separate roads for which we need ascertain the
course: Legislation from a banking standpoint versus legalization of cannabis at the Federal
level.
How Banking Legislation May Drive Due Diligence
Banking legislation, vis a vis the SAFE Banking Act or other similar iteration, will not mean
legalization at the Federal level. Passage of this type of legislation is not looking to change
the way in which the substance is viewed, but rather protect financial institutions and the
ancillary businesses that elect to service the cannabis industry.
Because we would still be addressing the needs of a Federally scheduled substance, the
due diligence that must be applied in understanding our customers and their normal and
expected operating condition would be much like how we have handled the industry thus
far. Heavy reliance upon the FinCEN guidelines, with interpretations of how each provision
must be addressed, would continue to forge the backbone of the cannabis banking industry.
However, we may see a more even playing field emerge as the Federal functional
regulations would be required to develop examination guidelines from which to govern their
supervisory activities. Theoretically, we would have a clearer and more consistent
understanding of what they expect from a Cannabis Banking Program.
Will There Be an Influx of Financial Institutions?
We are often asked whether we believe the passage of banking-specific legislation would
result in a grand influx of financial institutions into the cannabis banking space. Our answer
to this is, “No.” Here’s why: Regulators view cannabis banking similar to any other higher
risk, complex industry in which you may have concentration risk. The protections of the
Act would only codify the fact that the regulators could not take issue with your
institution simply because you bank cannabis operators; you would still be required
to have sufficient controls in place to identify, measure, manage and control the
associated risk. Absent these controls, your program could lay way to undue risk to
your institution.
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Legalization at the Federal Level & Banking
Legalization at the Federal level would mean something different, but would not relieve you
of due diligence responsibilities. Legalization would mean that cannabis would no longer be
a controlled substance. That dichotomy between Federal and State law would essentially
dissolved, but perhaps replaced with a new and different set of standards. In looking at
legalization, we can try to draw some parallels from the Prohibition Era. However, you’ll
soon see that our regulatory environment is significantly different than at that time.
For those of you who may or may not be history
buffs, prohibition was a nationwide constitutional
ban on the production, importation, transportation
and sale of alcoholic beverages between 1920 and
1933. Interestingly enough, cannabis was not illegal
during this timeframe, though hearings on marijuana
law in the 1930s became the foundation for the
Marijuana Tax Act of 1937. The two substances,
however, were not viewed in conjunction with one
another and neither served as the basis for
legalization (or lack thereof) of the other.
Banking in the 20s was much different than what we
see today. The FDIC has published an historical
[1]
timeline highlighting the banking industry in the
Roaring 20s. “With their newfound wealth, people
[bought] in record numbers everything from houses
to cars to appliances. Assembly lines increase[d]
production.
Department stores [gave] credit cards to their wealthier customers. Metal charge-plates
[were] introduced. Oil companies [offered] courtesy cards for charging gas. Banks [offered]
installment loans, mortgages and loans to stock market speculators on 90 percent margins.
There [were] no insider-trading laws…the financial environment of the Roaring ‘20s
create[d] new financial products [such as the mutual fund and compound-interest savings
accounts].” By 1929, there were more than 17,000 state banks and more than 8,000
national banks. All of this happened before the Crash of 1929, and all of this happened
during Prohibition.
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Given the relative newness of innovative financial products, the industry was largely
operated on a cash basis absent of currency monitoring or reporting rules. It wasn’t until
1970 that we got the Bank Secrecy Act. Since that time, several other laws have “enhanced
and amended the BSA to provide law enforcement and regulatory agencies with the most
effective tools to combat money laundering.” [2] What this means is that an illegal industry
was operated in cash through our financial system, a system not yet monitoring for
laundered funds.
Will Federal Legalization Lessen Due Diligence Requirements?
While we can draw parallels between the operation of the alcoholic beverage market during
Prohibition and that of the Federally illegal cannabis industry of today, the banking impact is
completely different. Therefore, when we get the question of whether the level of due
diligence or monitoring would be lessened upon Federal legalization of cannabis, our
answer also remains “No.” Blanket legalization without control would significantly and
negatively impact the stability of our financial system. In such a situation, the black market
could easily proliferate and the proceeds infiltrate our financial institutions. This is not what
we want to happen.

Blanket legalization without control would significantly and
negatively impact the stability of our financial system.
Instead, we envision legalization and resulting oversight to travel a similar path of higher
risk, cash-intensive industries. For example, we may see cannabis legislation, from a
banking perspective, reflect that of FinCEN’s treatment of money service businesses
(MSBs). Specific licensing requirements at the Federal, coupled with state-specific
licensing, have been established. Requirements and provisions to guard against money
laundering have been implemented. MSB guidance provides financial institutions willing to
play in this space a consistent foundation from which to build their portfolios. Similarly, the
guidance provides the playbook for MSB operators to obtain safe and sustainable banking
solutions. Legislators looking to legalize cannabis at the Federal level, while looking to
preserve the safety and soundness of our financial system, could use the MSB model as the
backdrop.
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The lucrative nature of cannabis banking
is also not something we see diminishing
extensively.
Financial institutions are
expected to price for their risk. Whether it
be pricing for credit risk or other risks
associated with a business model,
financial institutions are able and expected
to price for these risks. Cannabis banking
would not be an exception to this rule.
Also similar to the administration of MSB
operators, there would be an expectation
for initial and ongoing due diligence of
cannabis operators. Financial institutions
will be able to cover their time and
resources to ensure effective due
diligence through a fee structure or other
pricing mechanism.

As we enter 2021 on the heels of a
powerful election year in terms of statelevel legalization and renewed attention
to Federal legalization efforts, it is
critical that we bear in mind how
legislation can impact the banking
industry and more importantly, how our
continued attention to the safety of the
financial system will be critical to the
backbone of the cannabis industry
going forward.
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JUST HOW MEANINGFUL IS CANNABIS BANKING?
Defining the "Why"
When lending is your primary source of interest income and rates are historically low, how
do you compensate for lost revenue? Even the most progressive models do not suggest a
return to significantly higher interest rates any time soon. While investments may provide
some measure of revenue opportunity, without proper portfolio balance and expertise, the
mix of loans and investments could present elevated risk for financial institutions. Add in the
layered complexity of compliance with Community Reinvestment Act and Fair Lending
statutes and an investment-heavy portfolio could spell regulatory criticism. In an attempt to
recoup revenue, many financial institutions have looked to traditional fee income to build
non-interest income levels. However, fees for traditional banking services come under the
purview of consumer protection: How much is too much? When is a consumer considered
to be harmed by exorbitant or voluminous fees? As many financial institutions struggle with
the delicate balance between interest income, non-interest income and the offsetting cost of
funds, there are those that have pursued non-traditional strategies to generate non-interest
income that improves the bottom line and builds shareholder and franchise value. Higher
risk or more complex lines of business can serve as such revenue channels, and in the last
six years we have seen financial institutions embrace cannabis banking as a primary
channel in the value chain.
What Cannabis Banking Can Do For Your Bottom Line
While the initial number of such financial institutions
was low, we have seen this number continually and
consistently increase. To be fair, undertaking this
initiative comes with a measure of investment to
ensure the associated risk is appropriately
identified, measured, monitored and controlled.
Without such investment, the initiative cannot
effectively move forward from an operational or
regulatory standpoint. The investment, from this
standpoint, is not simply monetary in nature; an
investment in time, energy and dedication is also
necessary.
With this investment, financial
institutions have been able to grow their bottom
lines by more than 10% without additional staff.

This is the power of Cannabis Banking.
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Realizing this Level of Return

The figures within this article reflect a live example of the Power of Cannabis Banking. Let's
first take a look at the bank's profile and why they pursued a strategy of cannabis banking.
Bank Background

$200 million in assets
FDIC-Insured
Management realized that further growth within its
market would be challenging given competitive pressures;
low interest rates; the lack of truly new and innovative
deposit products; and its current resources.
Not wanting to bloat its efficiency ratio by adding overhead
through expansion of brick and mortar branches or staffing
to pursue strategies that may or may not pan out, the bank
looked further at its market.
While historically traditional in its offerings, the bank is also
located in a fully legal market: One that has been operating a medical cannabis market and one
that had approved cannabis for adult use. The latter is still relatively within its infancy.
Pursuing the Strategy

Based on conversations with its regulators and other market participants and industry
experts, the CEO learned that there is significant opportunity to be a leader in cannabis
banking. The traditional leanings of the bank are also supported by a culture of making
sound investment in infrastructure and so went the process for pursuing a cannabis banking
strategy. In reviewing the numbers, the bank was looking at the opportunity to substantially
increase its non-interest income and deposit levels.
To move the process along, the CEO conferred with his BSA and Compliance staff, and
pulled in the expertise and perspective of their most experienced business development
officer. Together, they formulated a plan to make a case for the Cannabis Banking Program,
talking at length and researching how to most effectively and soundly execute on this
strategy. This is where we met them. Before taking action to establish the infrastructure,
they wanted to know whether and how this could all work.
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As they studied the market, they gained a sense for reasonable, realistic and sustainable
fees that could be charged to cannabis operators while providing them necessary banking
solutions. To this end, the group visited with the CFO who very quickly got on their page.
With a sound strategy in place, outlined from start to onboarding and administration, they
went to the Board of Directors. As you might imagine, the Board’s views were mixed.
However, the CEO, a 30+ year leader within the bank, had never steered them wrong. The
Board approved the strategy to move forward to pursue the Cannabis Banking Program.
Over the course of several weeks, we worked closely with the CEO and his staff to
establish the bank’s Cannabis Banking Program, inclusive of its risk assessment, policy,
procedures and supporting due diligence documents. Collectively, we visited with the
Board to present the now tangible program. The next stop on this journey was to meet
with the bank’s regulators. With as much a blessing as regulators will provide, the bank
launched its program.
From the initial planning phase through onboarding of the 25th account, this process
extended 10 months. Ten short months later, the bank’s bottom line grew by 11.20% with
more than a 100% increase in non-interest income.

Coincidentally this ten-month period also lined up with the bank’s safety and soundness
examination, which resulted in a favorable component rating. The bank has since
boarded 10 more accounts and continues to grow its portfolio while internal monitoring
processes continue to hum along smoothly.

This is the power of
cannabis banking
done right.

For an analysis of how cannabis
banking can increase your
bottom line, contact Angela Lucas
at angela.lucas@icslv.com
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REWIND: 2020
CANNABIS HIGHLIGHTS
Before we close out 2020 completely, let's take a moment
to reflect on everything our industry has accomplished.
Perhaps we were always working toward these goals or
perhaps the pandemic spurred things along.
Legalization Measures
States that legalized medicinal cannabis:
Mississippi
South Dakota

States that legalized adult use cannabis:
Arizona
Montana
New Jersey
South Dakota
Vermont

2020 Cannabis Legislation
MORE Act passed by the House December 4, 2020

Other Notable Actions
Text of the Consolidations Appropriations Act of 2021 indicates that a Federal law prohibiting
students that have marijuana or other drug charges from obtaining financial aid has been
repealed. Additionally, protections to state-legal medical marijuana entities from Federal
interference have been extended.
The DEA filed final rules for cannabis cultivation for research purposes on the heels of House
and Senate passage of bills designed to further cannabis research.

States to Watch in 2021
Connecticut
New Mexico
New York
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Virginia

We may also see movement by other states that
have been considering legalization measures. These
states include, but may not be limited to: Alabama,
Delaware, Maryland, Minnesota, South Carolina
and Wisconsin.
Missouri is eyeing 2022 as its year for adult use
legalization.
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Setting the Standard
CANNABIS BANKING
EDUCATION IN 2021

Banking on Cannabis:
Opportunities, Risk Management
& the Impact of Legalization
January 22, 2021

Cannabis Banking Roundtable:
Banking, Monitoring & Payments
April 30, 2021
Presented in conjunction with
Operational Security Solutions

Cannabis Banking for the Board
July 9, 2021

Changes to the Cannabis Banking
Industry & Expectations for 2022
October 15, 2021

CRB Coffee Breaks
February 26, 2021
May 28, 2021
October 27, 2021
November 19, 2021

Visit
www.cbancnetwork.com
to Register
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